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I Introduct ion 

Laser driven incrtial conuiietnent fusion (lf!F) lias perspective to demonstrate ignition 
of thfi thermonuclear reaction in the nearest future [IJ. Nevertheless, tin* problem of «(in
structing the laser system meeting the requirements to In- the energy driver for commercial 
ICT reactor is still open. None of the existent laser systems could he used for this pur 
pose, so one should find alternative possibilities to solve the problem of a laser system for 
commercial IOF reactor. 

i 
In ref. (2) it was shown that FFL technique could lie used for constructing energy driver for 
inertial confinement fusion. It becomes possible due to the use of the scheme of multistage, 
multi-channel КГ'Л, amplifier with diaphragm focusing line. This approach comhiues all 
the best features of the existent laser and heavy ion approaches. Namely» the use of the 
accelerator technique reveals a possibility to solve the prolileins (,f L11<* eflicicuey and the 
repetition rate. On the other hand, the use of optical radiation for the target implosion has 
been confirmed by the experiments with conventional lasers. /\s it was shown in paper 
[2], the present level of accelerator lechni<|ue I{Д.ГI> allows one to construct \'\',\, based 
IOF energy driver with the required parameters. So, this priipusa) could form a base for 
opening a novel direction of researches in the field of laser systems for iuertial c<MitiiH-mi'iit 
fusion. 

The scheme of the I OF energy driver, presented in paper ('J], was based on a high current 
RF linac. In this paper we develop the approach of ref. |2..4| and show that I'T.I. based 
IOF energy driver could be constructed also on the base of the linear induction accelerator 
(LIA) technique. Nowadays U / \ technique is developed intensively in the framework of 
the researches in heavy ion fusion and promises to generate high energy, high current and 
low emittance electron beams [1]. 

2 G e n e r a l c o n c e p t 

The main idea of the proposal is to use multistage I'T'.I. amplifier providing a possibility 
to extract energy from a long electron bunch into a short optical pulse (see Fig. 1) [2]. This 
scheme operates as follows. Linear induction accelerator produces a long electron bunch of 
duration 7i,. At the entrance into tin- first undulalor the optical pulse of duration !'щЛ is 
combined with the tail of the electron bunch. In the lirst. stage of the FF.b amplifier optical 
pulse is amplified taking the energy о1Г the fraction of the electron beam of the length 
cTupt- After passing the lirst timlulator, the optical and electron bunches are separated by 
the magnetic snake: the electron bunch moves along the curved trajectory between the 
undulators, while the optical beam travels along the'st raight line. Parameters of the snake 
are chosen in such a way that the dilfereuceof the paths of the electron ami optical bunch 
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Fig. 1. The scheme of optical power summation. 
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Fig. 2. General scheme of FEL based ICF energy driver. 

is equal to cTopt, the length of the optical pulse. So, at the entrance to the next FEL 
amplifier stage, the optical bunch is synchronized with the next, unperturbed fraction 
of the electron bunch, etc. The number of the stages of this multistage FEL amplifier is 
equal to Tb/Topi and the output power of the FEL amplifier exit is much greater than the 
peak power of the electron beam. 

3 Design of t h e driver 

General scheme and parameters of the FEL based ICF energy driver are presented in 
Fig.2 and Table 1. General parameters of the linear induction accelerator are presented 
in Table 2. It produces four electron bunches of 200 ns pulse duration with 2 kA peak 
current and energy of 3 GeV. Each electron beam moves along individual beam transport 
line inside the accelerator. Total kinetic energy of the electrons at the accelerator exit is 
equal to 4.8 MJ. Then electron beams are fed into four parallel FEL amplifier channels. 
Each FEL amplifier channel has appearance of 50-stages FEL amplifier operating at the 
radiation wavelength of 0.5 fim and amplifies optical pulse of 4 ns pulse duration. Four 
channels of the FEL amplifier produce optical radiation of 1.5 MJ in each pulse. The 
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Tabic 1 
ICF driver parameters 

Wavelength А, /ш 
Laser pulse length, ns 

Laser beam brightness, W/cmJ 

Total number of channels 
Total number of stage in channel 

Energy / pulse, MJ 

Repetition rate, Иг 
Efficiency, % 

0.5 
4 

10" 

4 
50 

1.6 

40 

12 

Table 2 
Parameters of induction linear accelerator 

Electron energy £0, GeV 3 

Current/beam / , kA . .2 

Number of beams 4 

Pulse duration, ns ' 200 

Local energy spread aE/E, % 0.1 

Systematic drift 

of the electron energy along the beam, %/ns 0.1 

Normalized emittance („, cm-rad ж X 10"3 

Accelerating Gradient, MV/ni • 2 

Length of accelerator,-m 1500 

Repetition rate, Hz 40 

Conversion efficiency 

(net power - electron beam power), % 40 

brightness of the laser radiation is equal to 1022W/cm2sr. Then four optical beams are 
expanded and each of them is separated into 16 parallel optical beams, and finally all 64 
optical beams are. focused on the pellet providing uniform irradiation. 
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4 Multi-chniinel FEL nmplifior 

FEL amplifier consists of 'I separate channels and each of them is multi-stage FEL am-
plilirr providing amplification of a single optica) pulse. Each multi-stage FEL amplifier is 
composed of 50 muti la tors separated with magnetic snakes. The electron hunch of 200 ns 
pulse duration is fed into entrance of the first stage of the FEL amplifier together with 
the single optical pulse of master oscillator (pulse duration •! ns) which is synchronized 
with the tail of the electron beam. Then the optical heam is amplified using optical power 
stimulation scheme (sec Fig.I). Parameters of the iindulator of each stage are optimized 
on effective extraction of the energy о1Г the electrons, taking into account the growth of 
the optical power from one stage to another. Assuming average efficiency of each ampli
fier stage? to he i/i-'iib — 0.U, we obtain that the total energy of optical flash is equal to 
~ 1.Г) M.J. 

Peculiar feature! of this FEL is that O.fynn wavelength radiation is amplified hy 'Л (!eV 
electron beam which requires the use of the undulalors with the period Aw ~ IЛ — 20 cm 
and magnetic Held //w ~ 7 — 10 k(!s. 

The first stage of the FEL amplifier is destined to amplify signal from the master laser 
(WKKl ^ 1 MW) by a factor of the order of I0r*. It is designed in a standard way. i. e. its 
tindulator has a long tuitapcrcd section'and a section with tapered parameters (see Table 
3). Output radiation power at the exit of the Hist stage is of the order of the electron 
beam power. 

When passing the. first stage of the FEL amplifier, only a tail of the electron beam of I ns 
duration interacts with the radiation from'the master laser, and the rest part of the beam 
should remain unchanged. It means, tha t the value of the master laser power should be 
much more than the value of the shot noise in the FEL amplifier. Estimations performed 
ill ref. [Л] have shown that a t I he value of Hie input laser power of I M W this, effect is 
negligible. 

•Subsequent FEL amplifier stage amplify a powerful optical beam and provide small am
plification per one stage. They operate in a tapered regime from the very beginning and 
are designed using a scheme of mullicoinpoiienf undulator (i. e. prchuiiclicr - dispersion 
section - tapered utidiilator). It should he noticed that due to a large length of the FEL 
amplifier and due to a small field .gain in the most number of the FEL amplifier stages. 
the. "optical guiding" effect does not provide focusing of radiation. Effective operation of 
multistage FEL amplifier is impossible without the use of external focusing of radiation. 
We solve this problem by using diaphragm focusing line which has a form of periodically 
spaced screens with holes [2,3,Г)]. 

Multistage FEL amplifier operates as follows. In the initial stage a transitional processes 
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Table 3 ' , 
First stage of the FEL amplifier 

Undulator 
Undulator period Aw, cm -

Undalator field IIW, kGs (ontr./exit) 

Length of untapered section, ш 
Total undulator length, in 

Radiation 

Radiation wavelength A,/mi 

Input power Wjn, MW 

Output power Woul, GW 

Efficiency 7/FEL> % 

15 

10.8 / 9.0 

17.T 
64.'2 

0.5 

1 

480 

8 

Table 4 
50th stage of the FEL amplifier 

Main undulator 

Undulator period A„,, cm 

Undulator field //ш, kG's (entr./ex 

Length of the main undulator, ш 

Radiation 

Radiation wavelength A, /nn 

Efficiency »/FEL, % 
Diaphragm line 

Period L, in 

Radius of the holes It, cm 

it) 

_ 

20 

7 /4 .38 ' 

47 

0.5 

32 
• 

0.5 . 

0.85 

take place: the optical power amplification and formation of the optical field eigenrhode. 
After passing some number of stages, the amplification coefficient G becomes to be small 
and the transverse field distribution is settled corresponding to the ground TEMoo mode of 
the diaphragm line. Investigations performed in refs, [2,3] have shown that this process is 
lasted approximately ri0 = 10 amplifier stages. Average total efficiency of these transitional 
stages is equal to 0.15.... 

Optimization of the parameters of the high efficiency stages has been performed using the 
following assumptions: 



- period of diaphragm line is constant in all the stages and is equal to L = 0.5 m; 
- total efficiency of each stage is equal to Г/FEL = 0.32; 
- ratio of the radiation power losses to' the radiation power gain is equal to 0.2 for all 
stages; . 
- the value of the radiation power losses is controlled by the adiabatic change of the radius 
Я of the diaphragm holes. 

According to the results of ref. [3], parameters of the high-efficiency stages can be expressed 
in terms of the parameters of the last, 50 th stage (see Table 4) as follows (n = 1 1 , . . . 50): 

l{;i)[m] = \2Q(n-0.rmo-l)-V\ 
Я<п>[ст] = 0 . 3 3 ( » - 0 . 5 п 0 - 1 ) 1 / ' \ (1) 

where /£•' and /#" ' are, respectively, the length of the undulator and the radius of the 
diaphragms of the n th stage of the FEL amplifier. 

The tapering of the main undulators is performed by a linear law and the depth of the 
tapering is identical for all the stage and is equal to | AHW \ /Hw = 0.6. Average total 
efficiency of the multistage FEL amplifier is equal to < T/FEL, >— 0.3 . 

Taking into account expression (1) and that the length of the main undulators of the first 
10 stages is of about 500 m [3], the total length of the main undulators of all stages is 
about 2700 m. Magnetic snakes increase the total length by the value of 500 m (10 m X 
50). Contribution of the length of the prebunchers and dispersion sections into the total 
length is rather small. As a result, the total length of the multi-stage FEL amplifier is of 
about 3200 m. 

5 Quali ty of optical beam 

Parameters of radiation of the proposed FEL system meet all the requirements to the ICF 
energy driver. First, there ,is no significant preheat of the target. The radiation power, 
fed to the target prior arrival of the main pulse, is defined mainly by the superradiation 
of the electron bunch in the first stage of the FEL amplifier. Undulatoi of this stage has 
a long untapered section which provides exponential amplification of a signal by 40 dB. 
In the. case under consideration the FEL amplifier noise is defined mainly by random 
fluctuations of the electron beam density and effective power of the noise signal at the 
FEL amplifier entrance is equal to Wsh S 40 W [3]. Electron bunch generates optical 
radiation in the first undulator with the power of about 4 x 105 W. This effect does not 
takes place in the subsequent stages of the FEL amplifier, because uJidulators of these 
stages are manufactured with a deep tapering. So during time period of about 200 ns until -
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the arrival of the main pulse with the energy 1.5 MJ, the target'will receive the energy of 
about 0.1 J. As a result, contrast of the FEL based ICF energy driver is about 107. 

Second, to provide effective focusing of radiation on the target, the laser should provide 
a high brightness 

B, = Wopt/fS™*), 

where Wopi is the peak laser power, S and « are the square and angle- divergence of the 
radiation at the laser exit, respectively. The FEL based ICF energy driver possesses the 
brightness B\ s± 102sW/(cm2sr) which excedds significantly exceeds an ultimate brightness 
1019W/(cmasr)of powerful Nd laser systems. This is connected with the fact that the 
radiation of the FEL amplifier always has minimal, i.e. difTraction dispersion. ' . . ' 

6 Efficiency of the ICF reactor 

The efficiency of the proposed ICF energy driver is given by J/TOT = '/лес: X »/FEL- Assuming 
the efficiency of the accelerator and of the FEL amplifier to be ум:о = P-4 and »7FEL = 
0.3, respectively, we obtain that the total efficiency of the ICF energy driver is equal to 
VTOT = 12% . To estimate output power of the ICF reactor, one should choose the value 
of the pellet gain Q. In accordance with results of numerical simulations this parameters 
may reach the. value 200 - 1000 (see, for instance, refs. [6,7]). Assuming that the ICF 
energy driver initiates thermonuclear explosion with the energy excess by a factor of 200, 
repetition rate to be equal to 40 cycles per second, the efficiency of thermonuclear power 
conversion into the electrical power to be equal to 0.4, the ICF reactor heat and electrical 
power are equal to 12 GW and 5 GW, respectively. The. ICF energy driver itself consumes 
of about 500 MW of electrical power. 

7 Discussion 

Let us perform cost estimations of the proposed ICF energy driver. As for the cost of 
the induction linear accelerator, it could be estimated on the base of the cost of the 
linear induction accelerator developed for heavy ion fusion which should accelerate up to 
2.5 GeV energy four Kr+ ion beams with total current of 20 к A and pulse duration of 
100 ns [4]. These parameters are close to the parameters of our numerical example and 

.the costs of the both devices should be quite close. We estimate the cost of four-channel 
superconducting undulator for the FEL to be about 130 M$, assuming that the cost of 
its serial production will be 10 K$/m. As a result, the total cost of the energy driver will 
be about 1,500 M l 
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Despite tb<- main elements of the proposed IOF energy driver could be constructed at 
the. present level of accelerator technique, there is no existent FEL amplifier with the 
required parameters. Moreover, the basic idea of the proposal, namely, a possibility to 
construct multi-stage FEL amplifier, requires experimental verification. To perform such 
л verification, there is no need to build a full-scale facility. It may be. done, for instance, 
by constructing a model of the FEL amplifier with the* number of amplification stages of 
about 10. Such a test facility requires RF electron accelerator providing acceleration of 
Ю electron bunches (bunch spacing of about <t ns, S ~ 3 Ge.V, peak current / ~ 2 кЛ, 
eniittance („ ~ 3 X 10":l em-rad, energy spread СТЁ/МО - Ю"3). Micropulse duration of 
this accelerator may be done rather short, of about 10 ps, in this case slippage effect 
is almost negligible. The energy stored in 10 bunches will be of about GOO J, so such a 
test accelerator may operate in Л-banel RF wavelength range in a regime of stored RF 
energy. At accelerating gradient of about 25 MV/m, its length will be of about 120 m. 
An accelerator facijity with parameters close to those required is developed, for instance, 
in the framework of superconducting linear collider project TESLA [8]. Estimated cost 
of the TESLA accelerator is about 100 K$/m, so the total cost of 3 CJeV test accelerator 
Will be about 12 M$. We estimate the cost of ten stages of .superconducting undulator 
to be about 25 M$ (Г)0 K$/m at experimental production), so all the basic ideas of the 
proposed IC'F energy driver could he verified at relatively low-cost facility. 

8 Conclusion 

We have shown in this paper that the use of multichannel, multistage-FEL amplifier 
reveals a possibility .to solve the problem of energy driver for commercial K!F reactor. It 
is relevant to underline the main advantages of the FEL based energy driver. The present 
level of accelerator technique provides a possibility to generate powerful electron beams 
of high quality which forms -a base to obtain high average and peak power of the FEL 
radiation. Due to the use of accelerator technique there are wide possibilities to steer the 
length of the optical pulse and achieve very shot pulse'duration, r < 0.1 ns [2]. There 
Hre. no physical limitations on the valuer of the; peak and average output power of the 
PEL amplifier, he-cause the proce-ss of amplification lakes place in vacuum. Alse>, due to 
the latter reason, the radiation of the FEL amplifier lias always minimal, i.e. «liffrac-l.ieui 
dispersion. As a re-suit, brightness of the FEL raeliation is of the orele-r e>f 10" YV/cinV. 
vvhich exceeds by 3 - / 1 orders e>f niagnitiiele the brightness of peme-iTuI ЛГ(/-glass lasers. 
S5o, We. can conclude that the development of the FI-2L base-el I(!F energy elriver could 
form a novel direction of re-se-arche-s in the- fie-lel e>f laser systems for inertial confinement 
reactor. More-over, excelle-nt fe-altire-s of the- FEL radiation (tunabilily, high brightness and 
short pulse, length) could form a base for nove-1 approaches in ele'Ve-|iipinge>f thermonuclear 
targets. 
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